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SPARK 132 
(Matrix Code: SPARK132.00 for StartOver.xyz game.) 

 
DISTINCTION: It makes a difference whether you serve from a concept or from your four 
bodies.  
 
NOTES: The word serving has several meanings. According to Wiktionary serving 
means among others: Being useful for someone or something without relation to 
money. In contrast, the word earning defines an activity for which you get money. 
 
In Possibility Management service is regarded as a Bright Principle. When you are the 
space through which the Bright Principle of Service is doing its work in the world then 
the question “What can I do for you?” is not just a flowery phrase but a Bright Principle 
saturated context out of which you act authentically. It is a context, which you 
consciously choose and cannot live automatically. Context in this case means an 
energetic foundation of clarity built of a webwork of distinctions.  
 
By asking the question “What can I do for you?” in the Principle-based context you are 
already nurtured. You already have everything that you need. You serve by your own 
free will and not because you expect recognition, reward, or status. It is not your bad 
conscience urging you on, or voices in your head scolding you to be useful according to 
other people’s definitions of what useful means.  
 
By serving the Bright Principle of Service you have chosen to serve. An authentic 
necessity calls forth your inner impulse. You get to be creative while serving. It is not 
that you receive your reward after you have served. You are rewarded while you are 
serving. Even if afterwards you received compensation in the form of money or 
recognition this reward would not nourish you nearly as much as the service itself during 
the moment of serving.  
 
When you authentically serve you cannot be a victim. You don’t feel exploited by 
anyone or anything. This is because you are not forced to serve out of duty or good 
manners or protocol. You serve by choice for no reason and without justification. It is 
not serving when you do something reluctantly or when you give the responsibility for 
why you are doing something to a reason. By holding space and consciously choosing 
the Bright Principle of Service flows through you as authentic serving happening.  
 
As opposed to serving, earning is not a Bright Principle. Earning is connected to 
concepts, which have nothing to do with serving in the first place. Earning can be 
described as an arbitrary activity during which the energy, the wisdom and the 
nourishment of the Bright Principles are disconnected and replaced by an artificial food 
in the form of money, reward, or recognition. But also punishment and torture is 
included in the concept as a frightful threat to not stop earning until you retire and die. 
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MAP OF SERVING 

 
MAP OF EARNING 

 

In exchange for 
my life’s time I get: 

 Money 

 Security 

 Fame 

 Status 

 Recognition 

 Awards 

 Happiness 

 Freedom 

 Vacation 

 Retirement 

 Heaven, I 
hope…. 

“I am 
Service. 

I notice the 
experience 

itself is 
rewarding!” 
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With the concept of earning, which is trying to earn enough to survive, the archetypal 
power and wisdom of the Bright Principle of Service is not available to you anymore. 
Earning rips you out of the natural order and you are no longer nurtured by your 
creating. All of a sudden you are on your own. In exchange for your life’s time you get 
substitute food, junk food, in the form of justifications, reasons, and security – all 
concepts. Being outside of the natural order automatically causes you to perceive 
scarcity, and the context of the whole culture gets distorted.  
 
Looking at human history we can retrace the course of that context shift. Since the 
invention of money, service has been tainted with the smack of slavery. Why is that? 
The first slaves were ripped out of their natural cycle with violence and against their will, 
and were pressed into service that had nothing to do with serving something greater 
than themselves. As slavery was gradually replaced by earning wages, the people 
doing things they don’t want to do and don’t carry responsibility for were offered a treat 
for their service. These treats substituted for the natural food of the Bright Principle of 
Service. The treats were concepts. Concepts like money, rewards, fame, status, 
recognition, vacation, retirement and the promise of happiness, freedom and security. 
With the introduction of public schools young people were systematically manipulated to 
maintain this unnatural system of earning a living and hindered from figuring out that 
serving is living. 
 
EXPERIMENTS:  
SPARK132.01 To get a sense of what an escape would be like from the earning a living 
culture try temporarily changing your mind and regarding the rewards given for your 
service – whether it’s physical, intellectual, emotional or energetic rewards – as a mere 
side effect and not your actual goal. Hold the service itself as your actual goal. And 
notice the nourishment of the Bright Principle of Serving while you are providing your 
service. Make your moment to moment decisions accordingly. 
 
Ask yourself the following questions and answer them with Yes or No:  

 Would I do what I’m doing even if I did not receive money for it?  

 Would I do what I’m doing even if I didn’t believe in security?  

 Would I do what I’m doing even if I didn’t have to explain doing with my life what I 
really want to be doing with it someone else?  

 Is an authentic necessity calling forth my inner impulses?  

 Am I often in ecstasy during my work? (Helpful little note: ecstasy is not what 
happens during a Gremlin feeding frenzy.) 
 

Ask yourself the following questions and answer them in more detail, preferably in 
writing:  

 Which activities nurture me – in all four bodies – while I’m doing them?  

 In which ways could I do those things so they serve other people?  

 In what ways would the people be nurtured?  

 Give three proposals for the exact name of your vocation (independent of the 
proposals on a tax form). 
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